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Purpose 
 

The purpose of this document is to setup a simple Auto Index workflow so users can 

quickly start searching assets. The end result will be a single FastTracker catalog 

containing records for all assets stored on the auto-index locations. 

 

This document does not cover installation, licensing, proxy generation, the majority 

of admin workflows, or other FastTracker workflows. 

 

For additional FastTracker workflows and functionality, please review the following 

documents: 

 

• FastTracker 3.7 Admin User Guide 

• FastTracker 3.7 Desktop User Guide 

• FastTracker 3.7 Release Notes 

 

 

QuickStart Walkthrough 
 

With FastTracker installed and licensed, an admin should log-in to the FastTracker 

Admin on the Facilis server. Check the start menu for the newly installed application 

under the FastTracker heading. The default user is Admin with no password. 

 

 Be sure the location to be indexed is available before continuing. 

 

Navigate to the Catalogs tab and create a new catalog. This is where all records are 

stored upon indexing. Records can later be changed or added to other catalogs. 

 

Go to the Auto Index tab.  

 

1. From the <Select Catalog> dropdown, select the catalog created in the 

previous step. 

2. Select the “Server Visible Volumes” button to see all volumes available for 

Auto Index. These will include local Facilis volumes and Facilis volumes 

mounted from other servers. To properly index generic network drives, see 

the Admin Guide section on “Mapping NAS Storage”.  

3. Choose a location and “Create Index Task”. 

4. Set the Auto Index Repeat interval. 1 hour or 1 day is recommended. 

5. Set any extensions to exclude (example *.pek, *.xml), separated by a 

comma. You can add this later for future indexes if you find more file types 

that you do not want indexed.  

6. Set the minimum file size to be indexed. If you have necessary files that are 

very small set this to 0Kb, otherwise 100KB is recommended. 

7. If needed, set the indexing window to include only certain hours of the day.  

Depending on the number of cached assets and their size, the initial indexing of a 

Facilis volume may take several minutes. Please be patient and check the client 

application often for new records appearing.  

 

You’ll know this process has completed once the job in the Auto Index tab has a Last 

Run time, in addition to a Last Try time. You may have to use the Refresh button to 

see changes.  
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To see the records that have been generated by the initial indexing process, you’ll 

open the FastTracker Client on the server, check the start menu for the newly 

installed application under the FastTracker heading.  

 

From the catalog view (default), hit the magnifying glass to search the database. 

With no search modifiers all database entries should be shown. Scroll down to see 

the records that have been indexed. Adjust the size of the display using the + and – 

controls above if needed to see all information displayed. 

 

Select a record and view the metadata panel. Try to enter keywords by adding a 

term followed by enter or tab. Search on one of the added keywords in the search 

bar above.  

 

Select the folder icon above to see the directory structure that has been indexed, 

and browse through the folders. You can select a recursive display above the folder 

pane to see all items down the folder tree.  

 

Move onto the Admin Guide and Desktop Guide to learn more about proxy or preview 

generation, transcription and file movement paths, as well as user accounts and 

assigning catalogs to users.  

 

Please contact support@facilis.com if you have any questions. 
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